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            Abstract
The ploidy cycle, which is integral to sexual reproduction, requires meiosis to halve chromosome numbers as well as mechanisms that ensure zygotes are formed by exactly two partners1,2,3,4. During sexual reproduction of the fungal model organism Schizosaccharomyces pombe, haploid P and M cells fuse to form a diploid zygote that immediately enters meiosis5. Here we reveal that rapid post-fusion reconstitution of a bipartite transcription factor blocks re-fertilization. We first identify mutants that undergo transient cell fusion involving cytosol exchange but not karyogamy, and show that this drives distinct cell fates in the two gametes. The P partner undergoes lethal haploid meiosis, whereas the M cell persists in mating. The zygotic transcription that drives meiosis is rapidly initiated first from the P parental genome, even in wild-type cells. This asymmetric gene expression depends on a bipartite complex formed post-fusion between the cytosolic M-cell-specific peptide Mi and the nuclear P-cell-specific homeobox protein Pi6,7, which captures Mi in the P nucleus. Zygotic transcription is thus poised to initiate in the P nucleus as fast as Mi reaches it after fusion, a design that we reconstruct using two synthetic interactors localized to the nucleus and the cytosol of two respective partner cells. Notably, delaying zygotic transcription—by postponing Mi expression or deleting its transcriptional target in the P genome—leads to zygotes fusing with additional gametes, thus forming polyploids and eventually aneuploid progeny. The signalling cascade to block re-fertilization shares components with, but bifurcates from, meiotic induction8,9,10. Thus, a cytoplasmic connection upon gamete fusion leads to asymmetric reconstitution of a bipartite transcription factor to rapidly block re-fertilization and induce meiosis, ensuring genome maintenance during sexual reproduction.
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                    Fig. 1: Transient cell fusion induces haploid meiosis and aneuploidy.


Fig. 2: The meiotic inducer Mei3 is rapidly induced from the genome of cells expressing homeodomain factor Pi.


Fig. 3: Meiotic regulators Pi and Mi localize asymmetrically in early zygotes.


Fig. 4: Rapid induction of Mei3–Mei2 signalling suppresses mating in zygotes and prevents polyploid formation.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Transient cell fusion results in ectopic meiosis in the P cell.
a, Box-and-whiskers plot (see Methods) reports the lifetime of the fusion focus visualized by the indicated fluorophores in homothallic wild-type and pak2Δ mating cells. Kruskal–Wallis P value is reported. b, Wild-type control for data presented in Fig. 1b. Time-lapse of homothallic wild-type mating cells expressing GFP–α-tubulin in green and nuclear marker Uch2–mCherry in magenta. Note karyogamy in the outlined mating pair, meiotic spindles (arrows) and spores (arrowhead). c, Micrographs of cells in mating mixtures of homothallic wild-type and pak2Δ strains with lys1 chromosomal loci labelled by LacO:GFP–NLS–LacI system in green and nuclei visualized by Uch2–mCherry in magenta. Arrows point to spores that lack the lys1 locus. d, Wild-type control for data presented in Fig. 1d. Note the formation of the fusion focus (empty arrowhead), labelled by Myo52–GFP in the M cell and Myo52–tdTomato in the P cell, followed by exchange of cytosolic GFP expressed from the P-cell-specific pmap3 promoter and spore formation (full arrowheads). e, Time-lapse showing mating of homothallic pak2Δ cells expressing GFP from the M-cell-specific pmam2 promoter. Note that the GFP exchange is followed by fusion pore closure and build-up of the GFP signal only in the M cells (arrows), whereas P cells form spores (arrowheads). f, P and M cells with indicated genotypes were induced to mate on solid medium. Two days later, we quantified frequencies of phenotypes indicated in the insets of Fig. 1a, n > 200. g, Quantification of sporulation phenotypes of wild-type and pak2Δ diploid cells upon nitrogen starvation, n = 3 experiments with n = 500 cells each. h, Time-lapse showing transient fusion between wild-type P cells and GFP-expressing fus1Δ M cells. Persistent GFP signal difference between partners indicated fusion pore sealing. Note spore formation (arrowhead) only in the wild-type P cell. i, Time-lapse showing mating of h + fus1Δ mutant P cell and GFP-expressing wild-type M cells. Note that transient fusion between indicated partners is followed by resealing of the fusion pore, as visualized by continued accumulation of GFP only in the M cell, and sporulation (arrowheads) in the P cell.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 2 Induction of the meiotic inducer Mei3 occurs first from the genome of the cell expressing the homeodomain protein Pi.
a, b, Mei3–sfGFP signal increases more rapidly after fusion when expressed in the cell expressing Pi. The left panels show individual traces that quantify the fluorescent signal from zygotes of heterothallic wild-type (a) or Pi–Mi-swapped (b) cells in which only one partner has mei3 tagged with sfGFP, as indicated (see Fig. 2c, g for average curves). Curves were aligned to fusion time defined by the entry into the M cell of cytosolic mCherry (expressed in the P cell). Box-and-whiskers plots in the bottom panels (see Methods) analyse data shown in the top panels, with Kruskal–Wallis P value displayed. Right panels show an example time-lapse of the cells used in the quantification. c, Biological replicates of chromatin immunoprecipitation of Pi and Mi reported in Fig. 2f. d–e, Time-lapse showing mating cells with swapped Pi and Mi coding sequences. In both cases, the P cell expresses cytosolic mCherry under control of pmap3 promoter. d, Heterothallic pak2Δ strains, n = 14. e, Mating of otherwise wild-type M cells with fus1Δ P cells, n = 5. Transient fusion, visualized by florescence exchange, leads to haploid meiosis in the M1 partner (arrowheads indicate spores). The P cell proceeds to mate (e) or attempts to mate (d) with the M2 cell. f, g, Quantification of mating and sporulation efficiencies in heterothallic wild type and strains with swapped Pi and Mi coding sequences induced to mate on MSL-N agar plates for 28 h. h, Spores in asci produced by mating heterothallic wild type or strains with swapped Pi and Mi were micro-dissected and the number of spores that developed colonies were counted.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 3 Meiotic regulators Pi and Mi exhibit asymmetry in localization in early zygotes.
a, Time-lapse showing mating of heterothallic cells expressing nuclear marker Uch2–mCherry (magenta) with the M cell co-expressing sfGFP-tagged endogenous Mi. Note the cytosolic Mi–sfGFP signal in M cells that rapidly accumulates in the P nucleus after partner fusion. The punctate signal at cell cortex in the green channel is background—probably mitochondrial—fluorescence. b, N-terminally sfGFP-tagged endogenous Pi exhibits a weak nuclear staining in P cells during mating in homothallic cells co-expressing nuclear marker Uch2–mCherry (magenta). Arrows point to nuclear sfGFP–Pi signal in the P cell (middle panel) and the zygote (bottom panel). c, Time-lapse showing homothallic, fusion-defective fus1Δ cells co-expressing N-terminally sfGFP-tagged endogenous Pi and nuclear marker Uch2–mCherry. Arrows point to Pi nuclear accumulation. d, Time-lapse showing transient fusion between pak2Δ cells expressing NLS–sfGFP–SynZip4 and mCherry–SynZip3. Note the accumulation of both fluorophores in the M nucleus and minimal transfer of the green fluorophore into the P cell that eventually sporulates (arrows) e, Left panel follows the mating of wild-type cells expressing cytosolic sfGFP–SynZip4 and mCherry–SynZip3. Right panel quantifies both fluorescent signals in the central region of the two cells corresponding to the two nuclei, as labelled on the scheme, and is presented as in Fig. 3e.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 4 Rapid induction of Mei3 is required to suppress mating in zygotes and prevent polyploid formation.
a, Delayed Mei3–sfGFP signal when Mi expression is delayed. The left panel shows individual traces of the green fluorescent signal in zygotes produced by mating either wild-type or MiΔ pmap3:Mi M cells with P cells encoding Mei3–sfGFP. Curves were aligned to fusion time defined by entry into the M cell of cytosolic mCherry (expressed in the P cell). Box-and-whiskers plot in panel below (see Methods) analyses data shown in the top panel, with Kruskal–Wallis P value displayed. Right panels show representative time-lapse of cells used in the quantification. b, Heterothallic strains with indicated genotypes were mixed and induced to mate on MSL-N agar plates. Charts report mating and sporulation efficiencies quantified after two days incubation, P > 0.05 (Welch’s test) for all comparisons to wild type, n = 3 experiments with n > 200 cells each. c, Mating of pak2Δ cells in which mei3 has been deleted from the P partner and cytosolic GFP is expressed in M cells. Transient cytosolic exchange between P and M1 cells never induced sporulation (n = 10). The partners shown continue mating with each other until the P cell eventually switches partner. d, Time-lapse shows pak2Δ P cells expressing cytosolic GFP mating with pak2Δmei3Δ double mutant M cells. Note that transient fusion is followed by spore formation (n > 10) in both indicated P cells. Arrowheads point to spores. e, Time-lapse showing that mating of M cells with Mi expressed from the pmap3 promoter with wild-type P cells results in zygotes undergoing fusion with additional partners. Fusion events are visualized through exchange of cytosolic mCherry (expressed in P cells). f, g, Time-lapse showing that zygotes undergo repeated fusion, evident from exchange of cytosolic mCherry (in f), in crosses in which mei3 was specifically deleted in the P cells.

                          Source data
                        


Extended Data Fig. 5 Mei3–Mei2, but not sme2–Mei4, signalling suppresses mating in zygotes and prevents polyploid formation.
a, Time-lapse showing re-fusion of mei3Δ homothallic cells. b, Incidence of re-fertilization and zygotic growth in mating mixtures of homothallic strains with indicated genotypes. c–g, Time-lapse showing re-fusion of PiΔ, MiΔ, mei2Δ, mei2F644A and mei2Δmei3Δ homothallic cells, as indicated. In e, fusion is evidenced through transfer of M-cell-expressed GFP. In g, fusion is evidenced through transfer of M-cell-expressed sfGFP and P-cell-expressed mCherry. h, i, Time-lapse showing diploid zygote formation in sme2Δ and mei4Δ homothallic cells, as indicated. Note that zygotes do not exhibit any growth or attempt mating with other cells.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Schematic overview of growth conditions and mat1 locus manipulations.
a, Overview of growth conditions used in this study (adapted with permission from ref. 31). See Methods for details. b, Schematic of mat1 locus manipulations. The wild-type homothallic P cell and M cell mat loci are presented in the middle of the scheme. Red boxes denote H2 and H1 homology boxes identical between the three mat loci. Blue boxes represent Pc and Pi genes expressed exclusively in the P cell and encoded by the mat2 locus, and yellow boxes denote Mc and Mi genes encoded by the mat3 locus and expressed in M cells only. Gene expression from mat2 and mat3 loci is inhibited by heterochromatin state (grey box). The sequences at the mat1 locus are derived from sequences at the other two mat loci during mating-type switching in homothallic strains (blue and yellow arrows), which relies on the H1 and H2 homology boxes. Transformation with a DNA fragment carrying the mutant H1Δ17 homology box (shaded red box) results in cells that are unable to switch mating type.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Schematic overview of mat2 and mat3 loci manipulations and obtained mat loci mutants.
a, Schematic of mat2 and mat3 loci manipulations. Wild-type homothallic strain is presented on the top. Red boxes denote H2 and H1 homology boxes identical between the three mat loci. Blue and yellow boxes represent genes encoded by the mat2 and mat3 loci, respectively. Recombination at the mat2 and mat3 loci is inhibited by heterochromatin state (grey box). Restriction enzyme sites denote positions at which prototrophic genes have been integrated in the TP1 and PG3089 strains depicted below, which are used to manipulate the mat2 and mat3 loci, respectively. Ablation of genes necessary for heterochromatin formation (clr3 or clr4) enables targeting the mat2 and mat3 loci by homologous recombination. These deletions were subsequently crossed out. b, Schematic representation of mat loci mutants obtained in this study. Colour-coding is as in a and Extended Data Fig. 6b.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Nuclease treatment removes majority of DNA from cell lysates.
a, b, DNA from fission yeast (a) and bacterial (b) lysates treated with benzonase as indicated. These samples correspond to those shown in Fig. 2d, e, respectively.
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Supplementary Tables
This file contains Supplementary Tables 1-3, consisting of the strain list (Supplementary Table 1), the primer list (Supplementary Table 2) and the qPCR primer list (Supplementary Table 3).


Video 1: Transient cell fusion leads to ectopic meiosis and sporulation in the P-cell.
(a) Time-lapse of homothallic wildtype (top panel) and pak2∆ (bottom panel) cells expressing GFP-α-tubulin in green and nuclear marker Uch2-mCherry and spindle pole body marker Pcp1-mCherry in magenta. Note that in the outlined mating pairs of pak2∆ cells, one partner forms meiotic spindles (arrows at time points 5:40h to 6:30h) while the other partner maintains its nucleus and interphase microtubule organization. Aberrant type IIIa and IIIb asci are indicated in the last time point. (b) In the wildtype (left panel) or pak2∆ mutant (right panel) background, we mated h- cells expressing Myo52-GFP with h+ cells expressing Myo52-tdTomato and GFP from the P-cell specific pmap3 promoter. GFP and Myo52-GFP are depicted in green and Myo52-tdTomato in magenta. Fusion is observed as exchange of cytosolic GFP between partners. Note that transient fusion between pak2∆ M- and P1-cells is followed by sealing of the fusion pore and sporulation in the P1-cell, while the M-cell engages another P2 partner. (c) Shown are homothallic pak2∆ cells expressing GFP from the M-cell specific pmam2 promoter. Note that in the indicated mating pairs cytosolic GFP exchange is followed by fusion pore closure and build up of the GFP signal only in M-cells while indicated P-cells proceed to sporulate. (d) Time-lapse showing that mating between wildtype and fus1∆ heterothallic strains with indicated genotypes results in instances of transient fusion (outlined cell pairs) followed by haploid sporulation in the P-cell. GFP expressed from the M-cell specific pmam2 promoter is transferred to the P-cell, followed by signal build-up in the M-cell, indicating closure of the fusion pore.


Video 2: Mei3 expression is first induced from the P-genome.
(a) Time-lapse of mating between heterothallic pak2∆ strains for which mei3 is fused to sfGFP in only one partner, as indicated. Note that upon transient fusion of the outlined mating pairs fluorescent signal is observed only if the P-cell codes for Mei3-sfGFP (left panel). When Mei3 was fluorescently tagged in M-cells only (right panel) no detectable fluorescent signal was observed in pairs undergoing transient fusion, which produced spores in the P-partner (arrowheads). Note that Mei3-sfGFP is produced upon complete fusion whether it is encoded in one or the other partner. (b) Time-lapse showing mating of wildtype cells with Mei3 tagged with sfGFP in either the P-partner (top, examples 1-4) or in the M-partner (bottom, examples 5-8). Fusion, visualized as exchange of cytosolic mCherry expressed in P-cells, is set as time zero in all examples. Note more rapid induction of the green fluorescence when mei3-sfGFP is encoded in the P-genome.


Video 3: Mei3 is preferentially induced from the M-genome of zygotes produced by partners with swapped expression of Pi and Mi, which leads to haploid sporulation in the M-cell upon transient fusion.
(a) Time-lapse showing mating of heterothallic strains with swapped Pi and Mi expression and Mei3 tagged with sfGFP in either the P-partner (top, examples 1-3) or M-partner (bottom, examples 4-6). Fusion, visualized as exchange of cytosolic mCherry expressed in P-cells, is set as time zero in all examples. Note more rapid induction of the green fluorescence when mei3-sfGFP is encoded in the M-genome. (b) Time-lapse showing that transient fusion between cells with swapped Pi and Mi expression induced sporulation in the M-cell. In the outlined pairs, the transient fusion, evident as exchange of cytosolic mCherry expressed in the P-cells, was caused by either pak2 deletion in both partners (left panel) or fus1 deletion in only one partner (right panel). Note that the M-cells experiencing transient fusion eventually sporulate (arrowheads), while P-cells proceed to engage additional partners.


Video 4: Post-fertilization Mi first accumulates in the P-nucleus.
(a) Time-lapse at 2.5 min interval showing Mi-sfGFP localization during mating of wildtype cells. The faint cytosolic Mi-sfGFP signal initially present in the M-cell rapidly accumulates in the P-nucleus post-fusion. Note that the dotty signal at cell cortex in the green channel is background, likely mitochondrial, fluorescence. (b) Time-lapse at 10 min interval showing that after cell fusion, Mi-sfGFP localizes to the nucleus labeled by Uch2-mCherry (magenta). The asymmetric Mi-sfGFP nuclear localization is better observed with higher temporal resolution of imaging in panel (a). 10-minute imaging interval captures asymmetric Mi-sfGFP localization in only some examples. (c) Time-lapse of transient fusion between pak2∆ partners expressing Mi-sfGFP showing that Mi nuclear enrichment occurs only in the nucleus of the P1-cell that eventually sporulates (arrowheads). The asymmetric Mi-sfGFP nuclear accumulation to the P-nucleus is also evident upon complete fusion of the M-cell with the P2-partner.


Video 5: Pi localizes to the nucleus of the P-gamete, where it recruits Mi after fertilization.
(a) Time-lapse showing sfGFP-Pi localization during mating of homothallic wildtype (top) and fus1∆ cells (bottom) also expressing the nuclear marker Uch2-mCherry (magenta). Note the faint nuclear signal of Pi (arrows) that exhibits movements that mirror that of the Uch2-labelled nucleus. The dotty signal in the green channel at the cell cortex is a background signal that can be observed in all cells. (b) Time-lapse showing Mi-sfGFP-expressing M-cells mating with either wildtype (top) or Pi∆ (bottom) P-cells. Note that the accumulation of Mi to the nuclei, visualized by Uch2-mCherry (magenta), is abolished in zygotes lacking Pi. 10-minute imaging interval captures asymmetric Mi-sfGFP localization in only some examples.


Video 6: Asymmetric nuclear accumulation of Pi-Mi complex upon fertilization can be mimicked with a pair of synthetic peptides.
Time-lapse showing mating of heterothallic wildtype (left and right panels) or pak2∆ cells (middle panel) expressing either mCherry (magenta) or sfGFP (green) tagged with indicated SynZip peptides that heterodimerize upon fertilization. In the left and middle panel the sfGFP localizes to the nucleus due to an N-terminal nuclear localization signal (NLS), which is absent from the construct presented in the right panel. Cytosolic mCherry rapidly re-localizes to the nucleus of the NLS-sfGFP-expressing cell upon fusion (left and middle panels), but not the sfGFP-expressing cell (right panel). By contrast, the nuclear, but not cytosolic, sfGFP construct is slow to exchange between zygotic nuclei. Upon transient fusion in pak2∆ cells (middle panel), evident from spore formation in the P-cell (arrowheads), the asymmetric nuclear localization of the fluorophores is persistent. Note that in addition to the cytosolic signal, the mCherry-SynZip3 construct produced background vacuolar fluorescence, likely due to pre-fusion degradation, which does not readily homogenize upon fusion.


Video 7: Delayed induction of Mei3 prevents haploid meiosis in pak2∆ cells that undergo transient cell fusion.
(a) Time-lapse showing mating of wildtype P-cells encoding mei3-sfGFP and cytosolic mCherry with either wildtype M-cells (top, examples 1-3) or M-cells where Mi-expression is under the regulation of the P-cell specific pmap3 promoter (bottom, examples 4-6). Fusion, visualized as exchange of cytosolic mCherry, is set as time zero in all examples. Note the delayed expression of mei3-sfGFP in the mutant as compared to wildtype. (b) Time-lapse showing mating of pak2∆ cells where Mei3 expression was delayed by either placing Mi under the P-cell specific pmap3 promoter (left panel) or by deleting mei3 specifically in the P-cell (middle panel). Note the lack of sporulation in the P-partner that underwent transient fusion, observed as exchange of cytosolic GFP followed by signal increase only in the M-partner. Instead, partners continue to grow mating projections until they fuse (left panel) or engage another partner (middle panel). The right panel shows that deletion of mei3 in the pak2∆ M-partner did not affect occurrence of haploid meiosis (arrowheads) in the pak2∆ P-cell upon transient fusion. Note that GFP is expressed in P-cells in the left and right panels, and in M-cells in the middle panel.


Video 8: Delayed induction of Mi or mei3 leads to formation of polyploids.
(a) Time-lapse showing mating of wildtype P-cells with M-cells that have Mi expression under the P-cell specific pmap3 promoter. Note the fusion between the diploid zygote and haploid cell visualized as cytosolic mCherry expressed in the P-cell is transferred (right panel) and formation of spores (arrowheads) by the triploid zygote (left panel). (b) Time-lapse showing mating of mei3∆ mutant P-cells with wildtype M-cells (left panel) or M-cells with fluorescently labeled tubulin (middle panel) or cytosol (right panel). Note formation of polyploid zygotes between outlined cells that proceed to form meiotic spindles (middle panel, arrows) and sporulate (arrowheads).


Video 9: Zygotes with impaired function of meiotic inducers Pi, Mi, Mei3 and Mei2 fail to repress mating and form polyploids.
Time-lapse showing mating of homothallic strains lacking indicated genes and expressing indicated fluorophores under the P-cell-specific and M-cell-specific promoters. Outlines point to consecutive fusion between three partners (Pi∆, mei2∆, mei2F644A and mei2∆mei3∆ panels) as well as fusion of two zygotes (mei3∆ and Mi∆ panels).
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